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Different Prefabrication Building Systems 
Panels System 
Flat panels are the main structural components 
They are both the building outer envelope and interior spatial defining elements, 
i.e. walls and partitions 
This system is dependent structural system, no additional or secondary supporting 
elements are needed 
Openings on panels are restricted 
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Skeleton Frame + Panels System 
Instead of flat panels, skeleton frame is the main structural component 
Panels are both the building outer envelope and interior spatial defining elements, 
i.e. walls and partitions 
Panels are always inserted within the structural frame, more flexible building 
composition and appearance are resulted 
This system is independent structural system 














This is a one-family dwelling of Genral Panel System. 
Every element was based upon the same module of 3 
feet 4 inches. The length of panels was a multiple of 
this dimension. This module is flexible to allow for 
variuos type of combination. 
The standardized building elements can be assembled 
in more than two dimensions. The same panels can be 
assembled vertically or horizontally to form walls, floors, 
ceiling or roof. * 
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Housing and Office Block 
Residential & Commercial 
Alexander Reichel 
Kassel, Germany 
The building is based on the modular principle, which 
can be extended or modified to accomodate various 
uses and topograhicd conditions. It is designed to a 
regular column grid. 
The reinforced concrete skeleton frame and concrete 
floor slabs are the major structural components of the 
building. Different panels are infilled on the concrete 
frame to form the facade, including larch window, 
storey-height glazing panels and untreated 丨arch 
louvres panels. 
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6,997 sq. feet 
The construction used a 5,00 x 5.00 m wooden module 
system, finished walls were added later. This system 
resulted in a space-saving construction that could be 
raised in a minimal amount of time. 
The building had the capability of varying in sharp, size, 
roof type, window type, and exterior line. The square 
modules could be group and determine the building 
configuration. It was possible to choose from 10 
different facade types for the final apperance. The 
distribution and proportion of the interior spaces could 
be selected and flexibility resulted. 
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Different Prefabrication Building Systems 
Stacked Containers System 
Containers are the main structural components, in which they are stacked over 
each others to carry loads 
They form building outer envelope and defining interior spaces by enclosure of 
volume 
This system is dependent structural system 
Skeleton Frame + Containers System 
Skeleton frame is the main structural component, containers are the spatial 
defining elements 
Container modules are inserted within the structural frame, which increase 
planning flexibilty 
This system is independent structural system 
The skeleton frame is expensive and heavy 
Suspended Containers System 
Central core is the main structural component, containers are the spatial defining 
elements 
Container modules are suspended from the core 
This system is independent structural system 





Stacked Containers System 
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Habitat '67 is a model community composed of 354 
prefabricated modules. This Is a three-dimensional 
space structure in which all parts of the building, 
including the units, the pedestrian street, and the three 
elevator served as load-bearing members. 
The modules are connected in varying combinations 
to create 158 residences ranging from 57 sq. m (one-
bedroom dwelling)十o 160 sq. m (four-bedroom dwell-
ing). They are linked by post-tensioning, high-tension 
rods, cables and welding to form a continuous 
s什uctural system. The houses were produced by 
precast concrete, after casting, the modular units 
were taken to a finishing area, where kitchens, bath-
rooms, window frames, insulation, fixtures, etc. were 
installed. The unit, which weighing 70-90 tons, was then 
lifted into p lace by crane for positioning. 
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Kaufmann 96, Dornbirn 
Bezau, Austria 
The hotel was to be extended by a further bedroom 
which a very short construction period was necessary. 
The building is based on the idea of having a series of 
prefabricated containers that could be stacked on 
top of each other. 
The 7,50 x 4.00 m boxes are self-supporting, therefore 
no primary structure or additional bracing were 
required. Services were laid in the voids between 十he 
cells. The project was completed within a short period, 
which the boxes and roof were erected in two days. 
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Year of Completion 
Apartment and Office Building 
Residential & Commercial 
Jochen Keim and Klaus Sill 
Rathenow, Germany 
1997 
This was a project which 10 containers houses were 
added on the facade of an existing conventional 
office building. The concrete framework structure is 
produced more or less in situ by a local factory that 
made concrete prefabricated components. 
The containers were assembled complete in factory 
an transported to the site for installing into position of 
the concrete frame. For the ease of transportation, 
modules were adapted to the dimensions of standard 
containers normally used on building sites. 
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Dollmann + Partner 
Stuttgart, Germany 
The office building was to contain a variety of spaces, 
from group working areas to unit offices and 
conference rooms. 
It was a steel structure with simply articulated 
envelope, consisting of two closed and two glazed 
facades. The containers that house the conference 
rooms and sanitary areas were prefabricated in the 
factory and hoisted into position in the skeleton-frame 
structure. The prefabricated floor, wall and stair 
elements were also inserted within this framework. The 
entire building is constructed from standard elements 
in readily available materials. 







Year of Completion 
Building Area 
Total Floor Area 





429.51 sq. m 
3,091,23 sq. m 
The Nakagin Capsule Tower is the world's first capsule 
architecture built for actual use, with the principle of 
the establishment of the capsule as room and insertion 
of the capsule into a mega-structure. The Tower was 
made up of housing units of the scale of 2.50 x 4.00 m. 
Kurokawa developed the technology to install the 
capsule units into a concrete core with only 4 high-
tension bolts, as well as making the units detachable 
and replaceable. The capsule is designed to accom-
modate the individual as either an apartment or studio 
space, and by connecting units can also accommo-
date a family. The capsule interior is pre-assembled in 
a factory off-site. The interior is then hoisted by crane 
and fastened to the concrete core shaft. 
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Suspended Containers System 
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Container Building Projects 
Tectonics Studio Thesis 2005-06 Container Building Project Interior layout of Modular Units 
Case 
Container City I 












丫 e a r of Completion 
Container City I &II 
Residential and Commercial 
Urban Space Development 
Trinity Buoy Wharf, London, UK 
2001-2 
The Architect was looking for a way to address the 
problem of providing space at a construction cost 
low enough to ensure affordable rents for artists and 
creative start-up businesses. 
Container City I is constructed from redundant 
shipping containers. It was completed in May 2001 in 
a total time of just 5 months. It was originally three 
stories high and provides 12 work studios across 4,800 
square feet. In 2003 a further floor was a d d e d 
providing 3 additional live/work apartments. The 
project is very cost effective with over 80% being 
made from recycled material. 
Adjacent to Container City I, Container City II was 
built in 2002, providing a further 22 studios over five 
floors. Using a different approach to construction, the 
design is ziggurat shaped to allow larger vehicles to 
pass under the second floor. 
Conatiner City II 







Year of Completion 
Keetwonen -
Temporary Student Hostel 
Residential 
Quinten de Gooijer 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
2005 
(for the first of the six buildings) 
The project, located near the center of Amsterdam, 
consists of 6 buildings with each approximately 150 
standard housing units. Each block has 2 stairways, 
offering each home a two-way escape route. 
Each block contains one building services container, 
supplying all units in the block with central heating, 
power, broadband internet and an audiophone 
connection to the main entrance. In the center of 
each home, there is a utilities shaft giving access from 
the roof or from underneath into the homes. 
All balcony and gallery elements but also the 
couplings between the units are constructed with nuts 
and bolts for easy and fast construction and reuse. 
The couplings that connect the units vertically and 
horizontally, support the balconies and galleries and 
make stacking an easy job. 














丫 e a r of Completion 
Gloucester Green Density 
Competition Entry 
Residential Housing Project 
FXFowIe Architects 
Gloucester, Massachusetts, USA 
2003 
This entry explores the utilization of shipping containers 
as builidng blocks for atelier housing. The Architect has 
developed a novel idea for converting the ubiquitous 
metal boxes into low-cost housing and working space. 
They removed the sheathing and used the 40ft-long 
containers as structural components for 351 duplex 
loft-housing units consisting of four containers. " Also 
included was commercial space, including a hotel, 
and civic / cultural space, incorporated in a crescent-
shaped development. Together the plan utilizes about 
3,000 containers stacked eight high on a 345,000-sq-ft 
footprint. 





Mobile Dwelling Unit (MDU) 
Residential 
LOT/EK 
MDU is a 40ft shipping container that has been 
modified into a relocatable dwelling. The container 
accommodates several modules for various functions 
such as cooking, washing and sleeping. These 
modules sit within the container so that during 
transportation the MDU largely resembles any other 
container sitting on a ship or a dock. Once the MDU 
has been delivered to a harbour, the modules slide 
out of the container like extrusions and create an 
inner hallway in the newly created void inside the 
container. [ 
The harbor is a multiple level steel rack, measuring 8 
feet in width (the width of one container) and varying 
in length according to the site. Its stretched linear 
development is generated by the repetition of MDUs 
and vertical distribution corridors.日evators, stairs and 
all systems run vertically along these corridors. 
A crane slides parallel to the building, along the entire 
length, on its own tracks. It picks up MDUs as they are 
driven to the site and loads them onto slots along the 
rack. Steel brackets support and secure MDUs in their 
assigned position, where they are plqgged-in to con-
nect to all systems. 
Project : Modular Accomodation System 
、 (MAS) 
Building Type : Residential 
Architect : Bluebase 
The system consists of two mass-produced elements: 
The accommodation module, based on the external 
dimensions and performance of a 40ft cargo 
container, and the core module based on a 20ft 
cargo container. 
All elements can be easily plugged together and 
taken apart. A specialist lift or hoist is able to move 
individual accommodat ion modules on and off the 
core tower so a standard container truck can (deliver 
a module without additional handling equipment. 
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Year of Completion 
Technology and Research 
Center 
Commercial & Institutional 
Jean Nouvel 
Wis mar, Germany 
1999 
The building planned reversed U shape. Labs and 
production occupy the ground (quay) level with 
offices for firms and administration on the first floor. 
、 O n the second floor aboved, a series of standard 
% ship containers are placed on top of the building and 
stacked up to 2 layer s. Some of their internal walls 
are taking out, so that a range of office spaces are 
created. 
Tectonics Studio Thesis 2005-06 Container Building Project Interior layout of Modular Units 
01 Stacked Container System 
For this system, containers are load-bearing elements and 
there will be a restriction for builidng height. Containers are 
designed to stack up to 10 stacked high if empty. They are 
robust but can be stacked up to five layers only without extra 
effort. This may be the most popular structural system for 
constructing low-rise container buildings. 
Containers are non interchangable and replaceable as the 
lower module cannot be removed without first removing 
those on top. 
卿霪g_i霸 
02 Frame Structure System 
A structural frame or rack is designed to support loading and 
containers are then plugged in. The building height will be 
less restricted than that of stacked system. However, building 
form is control by the structure instead of the modules 
themselves. 
Flexibility can be achieved more easily as the containers can 
be removed without disturbing the basic structure of the 
whole building. Therefore, containers become 
interchangable. 
03 Suspended Container System 
A central core is designed to support loading and containers 
are suspended from it. There is less restriction on both 
building height and building form. 
Same as the frame system, flexibility can be achieved more 
easily as the containers can be removed without disturbing 
the basic structure of the whole building. Therefore, 
containers become interchangable. 
04 Others 
Containers are combined with other elements, e.g. existing 
building, to form the whole structure. They maybe placed or 
stacked on top of one builidng. 
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Interior Layout of Modular Units 
01 One Module as One Unit 
Entrance 
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Interior Layout of Modular Units 
02 Combination of Modules as One Unit 
Several containers combined horizontally 
Several containers combined both horizontally and vertically 
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02 DESIGN PROJECT 
Why Shipping Containers 
A prefab, modular construction system is expected to go 
up fast. Because it is based on the shipping container, the 
building components are either containers or can be 
fitted inside containers, or with the common dimension 
with containers, this will save delivery time. And once the 
containers are in place, where as the foundation or 
framework is done, will be just assembled in the field. As it 
is a modular system, no effort and extra time is wasted in 
trying to make the components fit together in 十 h e field. 
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While the building industry was frying to develop a modular, prefabricated building strategy that might be suited to mass production, the cargo ship-
ping industry was perfecting the steel ISO standard container and refining a global storage and delivery system. So, the shipping industry has already 
done all the hard work in the development of a mass-produced space-containing module for economical dwelling. Because the module already 
exists, this system allows to enjoy the cost savings and quality control that mass-production can offer. 
Why Shipping Container? 
01 The Landscape 
The site is steeply sloping with dense vegetation cover, this 
natural characteristic should be preserved. By using 
shipping container as building modules, more flexible 
organization maybe achieved. 
02 Speed 
Since there has been a great and rapid expansion of 
number of university students, demand of dormitory is also 
increased. A fast and speedy construction method 
should be adapted for this project. 
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10 f t . /3m Container (L) 
(W) 
(H) 
Area = 6.70 m2 
Volume = 16.04 m3 
2352 
2393 2591 









40 f t . / 12m Confainer 
Area = 28.3b m2 
Volume = 67.72 m3 
(L) 12032 12192 
(W) 2352 2438 
(H) 2393 2591 
Specification of Standard Shipping Cargo Container 
Internal Size External Size 
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03 Local Container Architecture 
In Hong Kong, the transformation of container units into 
functional buildings creates a rich variety seldom seen 
elsewhere. Container buildings are often found on 
construction sites and in junkyards which appear in the 
form of small scale and informal architecture. Further 
studies of container architecture in large scale complex 
can be tested and experimented through this thesis 
project. 
04 Strength and Economical Building Material 
Durability and economic considerations would be more 
concerned in student hostel design. Abandoned and 
surplus containers will be reused in the project as a 
bedroom unit, which is cheaper and more environmen-
tal-friendly. 
Containers are strength and durable. The all-welded-steel 
ISO standard shipping container is the result of years of 
development and refinement, designed to withstand the 
most brutal handling on the docks and high seas. 
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Basic Composition Study 
-The Unit & The Complex 
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1 Unit Alignment of Units 
Add Services Utilities (e.g. Washroom & Pantry 
at two ends at center 
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Add Open Area and Common Spaces 
open area is created by removal 





at two ends 
Vertical circulation: 
adjacent to corridor 
Vertical circulation: 
at center 
2 series of units 
2 corridors at sides 
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A series of units 
Paralle 
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1 cont inued corridor in-between units 
H-shaped corridor formed 
Shift 
Slab 
Seperation of circulation 
Open space formed 
2 'slab' shifted 
Seperation of circulation 
Open space formed 
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1 cont inued L-shaped corridor 




1 cont inued corridor at center 
Atrium formed 
1 cont inued L-shaped corridor 
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align Shift 
to define spaces to provide privacy for 
‘ b a l c o n y and entrance 
stack 
to define spaces 
Program Arrangement 
student Accomodation 
^ M Common Space 
？ . Services 
L ’:J Supporting Space 
國 Other Accomodation 
Office and Administration 
1 one dormitory is broken down into 
three building blocks that are placed 
according to gradiant of the sloping 
ground 
2 the lower two building blocks are 
mainly occupied by bedrooms with a 
few essential commual facilities 
included, while the upper block 
mainly house other facilities and 
supporting spaces 
3 two vertical circulations are placed 
at the two ends of each blocks, one is 
the main connection among three . 
blocks, another one serves each 
individual blocks only 
4 service spaces, such as bathrooms, 
are arranged along the western side 
of each building blocks, so as to keep 
the setting sun away from the 
bedrooms and minimise heat gain 
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1 one dormitory is broken down into 
several layers of buildings that are 
placed according to gradiant of the 
sloping ground 
2 the major building blocks are mainly 
occupied by bedrooms with a few 
essential commual facilities included, 
while the upper and the linear one 
mainly house other facilities and 
supporting spaces 
3 two vertical circulations are placed 
at the two ends of each corridors, one 
is the main connection among blocks, 
another one serves each individual 
blocks only 
4 service spaces, such as bathrooms, 
are arranged along the western side 
of each building blocks, so as to keep 
the setting sun away from the 






Office and Administration 







ro define spaces 
Suspencied C o n t a i n e r tem 
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Five Selected Sites Studies 





A STACK OF VOLUME AROUND AN INNER COURTYARD 
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ELEVATION PERSPECTIVE VIEWS 
FOLDED LINEAR BLOCK 
ISOMETRIC VIEW 
SITE 2 










FORM THREE PARALLEL SLAB VOLUMES 
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A STACK OF VOLUME FORM AN OPEN SPACE 
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THE MODULE 
THE MODULE 
ISOMETRIC OF UNIT COMPONENTS 
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